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Ships are the main drivers of global transportation. Ships operate in one of the
harshest environments in the world, which can cause various damage scenarios such as
corrosion and fatigue damage. In this Special Issue, we aim to focus on the state of the art in
numerical, analytical, and experimental methods for the reliable and economic assessment
of the strength of ship structures. The Special Issue considers a wide range of areas related
to the strength of ships structures including the structural response of the ship hull under
dynamic and quasistatic conditions, the design and optimization of ship structures, the
grounding and crashworthiness of ship structures, the buckling and ultimate strength of
plates and stiffened panels, the springing and whipping of the ship hull girder, fatigue
and crack modelling of welded structures, uncertainty and reliability modelling, noise and
vibration, the corrosion of ships’ structural parts, structural health monitoring, and the
composite design of ships.

Ryumin et al. [1] discussed several issues related to the geometric modelling of ship
hull structures in specialised CAD systems. They provided algorithms for the recognition
of the elementary plate panels of hull structures and the determination of their parameters.
Silva-Campillo et al. [2] investigated the effect of the dimensions of the torsion box in
container ships on local stress distribution. Moreover, they performed a fatigue strength
assessment. Anwar et al. [3] performed a numerical study using the RANS model and inves-
tigated the effect of variation in the mass ratio on the vortex-induced vibration of a circular
cylinder in the crossflow direction at a Reynold’s number of 104. Cheemakurthy et al. [4]
performed a comparison study of metal grillages, fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) compos-
ites, and nature-inspired composites subjected to bearing impact loads during ice–hull
interaction. Feng et al. [5] utilised electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) technology
to investigate the corrosion behaviour of 7075 aluminium alloy in a sulphate-reducing
bacteria marine environment. Maric et al. [6] performed a quality analysis of AISI 321 welds
of bellow compensators utilised in shipbuilding. Cheemakurthy et al. [7] compared the
performance of metal grillages, sandwich structures, and stiffened sandwich structures sub-
jected to bearing quasi-static ice–hull interaction loads by using the finite element method.
Woloszyk and Garbatov [8] reviewed recent advances in the modelling and analysis of
the strength of corroded ship structures. Liu et al. [9] used the extended finite element
method (XFEM) to investigate the residual ultimate strength of central-cracked stiffened
plates subjected to tensile and bending loading conditions.

As a final remark, I sincerely hope that readers who are interested in marine structures
will find this Special Issue useful to their studies.
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